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The Fremont YSC Coaching Curriculum aims to develop the individual player, and to assist in continued coach education.

Youth soccer and its development in a player is an individual sports within the context of a game scenario.

Vision

Fremont YSC develops the individual player, by providing its coaches with an age specific curriculum to best develop the player’s 4 pillars 

of development and the structures that make up the player. The 9 to 12-year-old is still in a stage of development where fundamentals are 

still important for development, between the ages of 8 and 12 players have the greatest chance of optimizing their motor skills, and co-

ordination system. At this time, the players enter the ‘train to train’ stage of development, a proactive approach to ensuring players train 

all aspects of soccer and create good training habits. It is at this time some players will also begin their maturation, a key moment for 

coaches to recognize to show empathy with the effects this can have on the physical, psychological, and technical pillar of development.

Creating a player at the youngest age with a good technical skills base will mean players will feel comfortable in possession of the ball at 

the older age groups. Winning is not a focus, and mistakes will happen, which is all part of the learning experience. As coaches, we need 

to encourage players to try skills and learn from the experience. Feedback is critical for development, with players receiving multiple 

feedbacks from actions – winning/losing the ball, and from verbal feedback. It is encouraged that coaches reward player’s efforts with 

responses that praise hard work and good effort followed with a coaching point. Praise for being the ‘best’ player, or for being a player 

with ‘outstanding’ skills, that are perceived to be at the ‘next level’, will be detrimental to their continued development as they will feel 

that they have already achieved the highest level. This is a key element in their psychological development.

Every player must also be treated as a human being, with youth sports acting as the vessel for important life skills, and it is key for 

coaches to feel safe in the methodology of delivering the life skills needed by all youth athletes.

Recommended Reading - ‘Bounce’, Matthew Syed; ‘Mindset’, Carol Dweck

Thank you for your time and effort in providing youth soccer players with an environment that is safe and fun.

I look forward to working with you all over the coming season.

Thank you,

Dai Redwood

Executive & Sporting Director, Fremont YSC
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What is soccer?
• What is the fundamental concept of soccer, the philosophy?

• What are we coaching in soccer? Is the content situational?

• What is soccer fitness?

• Do we understand the process of soccer fitness and its reference to the game?
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Soccer is an objective task with principles and rules of play which will never change, no matter where in the world you are. The

philosophy of soccer has no external factors, and is based on fact; fact, you can only score with the ball entering the goal. Past 

experiences do not change the philosophy of soccer, past opinions are subjective to the context of soccer and these external factors give 

room for error.

“External factors influence action without direction, otherwise known as chaos”

Raymond Verheijen

SOCCER PHILOSOPHY AND ACTIONS

This is soccer’s philosophy, and its simplest form, from here we must coach the soccer actions, which make up the components to the 

philosophy.

The Fremont YSC curriculum provides an outline and sessions to work on the soccer actions, we must now coach within the soccer 

philosophy. The curriculum provides technical coaching points on every soccer action, and situational points that will be seen in any given 

session. At the point of stopping for a coaching point you must point out one of the following:

In football, the communication between players is of the highest order. This verbal and non-verbal communication is trained in tactical 

training sessions. In such tactical training the coach teaches his players a tactical reference in terms of WHAT they are supposed to do 

together when attacking, defending and transitioning. For example, if the team tactical reference is ‘disturbing the build-up of the 

opponent horizontally’ it means that players must shift from left to right or from right to left. This is WHAT players are supposed to do. 

But HOW each player shifts horizontally cannot be determined in advance by the coach because football is not a game of robots.

The HOW of football actions in terms of position, moment, direction and speed is the responsibility of the player. It is the decision making 

(game insight) and the execution of decisions (technique) by individual players within the team tactical reference. This is something else 

than developing the communication between players (tactics) but it still does take place within the team tactical training. In other words, 

it is the individual training within team training. 3

Attacking Transition Defending

SOCCER

Process = Soccer Actions – Passing, Dribbling, Pressing

Position Moment Direction Speed

Communication - Game Insight – Technique – Soccer Fitness
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SOCCER FITNESS – THE GAME

Soccer fitness is the process of repeated soccer actions at high repetition at a high quality. Importance must be placed on the soccer 

action, laps around a field is a basic action and not a soccer specific action, at no time will you see a player running laps during a game, 

and neither will you in this curriculum!

X = actions

- = repetitions

X - - -X - - - x - - - x - - - x = actions in game, action less frequent and lack of quality (drops)

X – X – X – X – X – X – X = High Level, more frequent actions, quality maintained

Better Soccer Actions – High Repetition – More Actions / Minute (maintain) – Maintain Quality

1. Position

2. Moment

3. Direction

4. Speed

Maximum Explosive Soccer Action Soccer Sprints – maximum rest Better Actions

Quicker Recovery Between Actions 3v3/4v4 games More Actions

Maintain Maximum Explosive Actions Soccer Sprints – minimal rest Maintain Good Actions

Maintain Quick Recovery 8v8/11v11 games Maintain Many Actions

At the younger ages, the soccer specific fitness will be achieved through free play and small sided games. Small sided games require 

changes in speed and direction, increasing explosive soccer actions and ultimately better actions in the game. The small dimensions and 

times of a small sided game puts stress on recovery, with high repetitions overloading number of action usually performed in a bigger 

game. All this soccer fitness is developed while playing!

Higher quality, at a higher intensity, fewer times, is better than poor quality many times; no need for shuttle sprints at the end of practice. 

Overload the players at a high intensity during practice.

The Fremont YSC curriculum brings a holistic approach to soccer, through scientific research with execution of the practice at a high level. 

Keep the coaching objective, stick to the facts of the soccer philosophy, your subjectivity is the art in which you coach, so raise your level 

and maintain the highest standards, avoid the chaos.

Good luck this season, raise your bar, and be the best for the youth players you are working for!
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How do we coach soccer?
• What is the universal soccer language?

• What are the phases with the structure of soccer?

• How does the team function reference the phases of play, and its organization?
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Soccer is a worldwide sport, and while the culture in which it lies may change, or the methodology in its coaching system may differ, the 

soccer language is consistent. The soccer language is a base for all that we do within the sport.

The sport never changes no matter where you are, the philosophy of soccer is something that cannot be argued. Soccer is attack (we have 

the ball), defend (they have the ball), and transition.

Within the philosophy of soccer there are phases in which the game is played, with these phases providing the basis for team tasks and 

player roles. These phases are commonly categorized as Phase’s 1, 2, 3, and 4, both being we and they, have the ball.

Vision of the soccer club should be evident through the execution of the soccer movements, within the framework of phases. Where and 

when on the field do you press the ball? How do you prevent penetration and creative actions from opposition? How does the team play to 

break down defensive opposition, and to then make goal scoring opportunities?
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Your aims should be clear within the structure, do you play to win or focus on development? The kind of soccer played will indicate whether 

your aim is to win, or whether the club is focused on development.

Using the soccer language to construct and break down styles of play, as shown in the above diagram, the individual player profile can be 

created. From the moment within the game at which team functions can be defined, a team’s task through its organization, will highlight 

the basic task as needed to be executed by the player.
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What is the Style of Play?
• What is the clubs game model?

• What are the principles of play within the game model?

• What are the playing concepts that achieve the principles of play?

• What player elements are needed to be optimized to achieve performance at 

the later stage of player development?
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THEY to 

WE

WE to 

THEY

WE

THEY

Vertical actions 

into open spaces

Attack upon 

regaining 

possession of 

the ball

Secure the 

first pass

Desire to win 

the ball back

Prevent split 

passes

Protect the middle 

in front of goal

Protect space 

between units

Force play into 

supporting 

defenders

Press 

immediately or 

protect on loss 

of ball

React quickly

Quick ball 

movement, create 

overloads in central 

corridors

Play through 

the units

Attack 1v1 in 

wide positions

Fremont 

Framework

Game

Model
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Create and Exploit Overloads

Understanding how to create triangulation in play to utilize 

the third person in central areas of the field.

Switch the Point of Attack

Recognition of spaces, using short passes and lateral body 

shapes to find 1v1 opportunities in wide positions.

Passes through the Units

Recognize opportunities for vertical passes into players in 

spaces of mutual assistance and cooperation.

When to Pass and When to Dribble

Understanding of spaces , and utilizing ball manipulation to 

beat opponent in 1v1’s

Collective Approach to Successful Play

‘WE’ have possession, pass from good positions to open 

players.

Principles of Play
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Switch the 
Point of 
Attack

When to 
Pass and 
When to 
Dribble

Collective 
Approach to 

Successful Play

Pass 
Through the 

Units

Create and 
Exploit 

Overloads

Outfield

Playing Concepts

Generate Passing Lines, Types of Support

Ball is ours, don’t lose it, enjoy playing. Location, trajectory of 

players. Mobility without the ball

Form Triangles to Overcome Opponents

Triangles in central areas. Precision and rhythm of combination play

Laterality (body position, using both feet)

Laterality. Attract to change orientation of the game. Alternate, short 

and long, passes inside and out

Concepts of Before, During, After – Read it, Act On It, Develop It

Ball is ours, don’t lose it, enjoy playing. Maintain communication 

between possessor of the ball and receiver. Individual and collective 

concepts

Initiate Play from Own Goal

Use of goalkeeper to start play. Laterality. Individual and collective 

concepts

WE
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Switch the 
Point of 
Attack

When to 
Pass and 
When to 
Dribble

Collective 
Approach to 

Successful Play

Pass 
Through the 

Units

Create and 
Exploit 

Overloads

Goalkeepers

Playing Concepts

Generate Passing Lines, Types of Support

Ball is ours, don’t lose it, enjoy playing. Location, trajectory of 

players

Form Triangles to Overcome Opponents

Triangles in central areas. Mobility without the ball

Laterality (body position, using both feet)

Attract to change orientation of the game. Alternate, short and long, 

passes inside and out

Concepts of Before, During, After – Read it, Act On It, Develop It

Ball is ours, don’t lose it, enjoy playing. Maintain communication 

between possessor of the ball and receiver. Individual and collective 

concepts

Initiate Play from Own Goal

Use of goalkeeper to start play

WE
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Switch the 
Point of 
Attack

When to 
Pass and 
When to 
Dribble

Collective 
Approach to 

Successful Play

Pass 
Through the 

Units

Create and 
Exploit 

Overloads

Outfield

Playing Concepts

Generate Passing Lines, Types of Support

Ball is ours, don’t lose it, enjoy playing. Location, trajectory of 

players

Form Triangles to Overcome Opponents

Triangles in central areas. Mobility without the ball

Laterality (body position, using both feet)

Attract to change orientation of the game. Alternate, short and long, 

passes inside and out

Concepts of Before, During, After – Read it, Act On It, Develop It

Ball is ours, don’t lose it, enjoy playing. Maintain communication 

between possessor of the ball and receiver. Individual and collective 

concepts

Initiate Play from Own Goal

Use of goalkeeper to start play

THEY
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Switch the 
Point of 
Attack

When to 
Pass and 
When to 
Dribble

Collective 
Approach to 

Successful Play

Pass 
Through the 

Units

Create and 
Exploit 

Overloads

Goalkeeper

Playing Concepts

Permanent Concentration

Group together, collective action

Different Recovery Trajectories, Understanding the Distances of 

Intervention and Mutual Assistance

Perceive intervention distances, help each other in recovery

Position Related to Spaces

Reduce opponents' space and time. Place in position to obstruct 

passing lines. Protect the switch of play

Collective Sense of Recovery

Group together, collective action. 1 player press, others find 

opponents

Initiate Play from Own Goal

Reduce opponents' space and time. Group together, collective 

action

THEY
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Ability and confidence to 

take on an opponent in 

1v1 situations

Ball mastery 

to be 

comfortable 

in tight 

spaces

Willingness and 

comfort to have 

possession of the 

ball

Head Up, taking 

information from the 

environment

Variety of skills 

and tricks, 

comfort in 

performing these 

in game 

situations

Variety of striking 

techniques for disguised 

passes and finishing

Exposed to multiple playing 

positions on the field
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The Curriculum
• Technical breakdown of soccer actions

• 44-week season plan

• Methodology

• Sessions

• Objectives

• Coaching Points
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Dribbling

1. Keep ball close 

2. Vary surfaces of the foot 

3. Head Up 

4. Change of pace 

5. Change of direction 

Running with the Ball

1. Get ball out of feet.

2. Make contact with the laces

3. Head up

4. Get into running stride

5. Move quickly

Running with the Ball vs Dribbling

Running with the Ball is taking the space ahead of you, at speed with larger 

touches of the ball when in your sprinting stride.

Dribbling is utilized when there is limited space and pressure by an oncoming 

defender, keeping the ball close and changing direction at speed

Attacking

1. Eyes open

2. Head ball using forehead

3. Use neck & back muscles for 

power

4. Arms out for balance

5. Stay on toes

6. Head top to middle of ball

7. Go for accuracy

Defending

1. Eyes open

2. Head ball using forehead

3. Use neck & back muscles for 

power

4. Arms out for balance

5. Stay on toes

6. Head middle to bottom of ball

7. Go for height and distance

Heading

Control

1. On toes

2. Eye on the ball

3. Get in line with ball

4. Decide and present

surface towards ball

5. Relax on impact
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Short Passing

1. Look at target

2. Eye on ball

3. Angle of approach

4. Non-kicking foot alongside ball in 

a

comfortable position

5. Strike Centre of ball with inside /

outside of foot (Identified area of 

the ball)

6. Firm ankle

7. Follow through towards target

Passing Variations

There are several different techniques when 

passing the ball, and this variety of distribution is 

used in different situations. By adjusting the 

surface of the foot used, and the striking area of 

the ball, you can add spin to dip, bend, and curl, 

along with a variety speed to loft, chip, and drive 

a pass.

Become a creative player and practice these 

advanced techniques to use in your games.

Shooting

1. Get your body in a position to strike the ball

2. Angled approach

3. Non kicking foot beside the ball

4. Head over the ball

5. Select Surface & Strike: E.g. Laces, Inside.

6. Follow through

7. Aim low and across goal (Accuracy)

8. Decision

Turning

1. Eye on the ball

2. Decision,

Change of Direction

3. Contact with surface (if required) or 

feint.

4. Head Up

5. Low Centre of gravity (balance)

6. Change of Direction

7. Acceleration into Space

Defending

1. Get in Line

2. Pressure on the ball

3. Deceleration

4. Body Position

5. Stay on toes

6. Be Patient

7. Decision

8. Recovery Runs (Movement)

9. Tracking Players
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Learning Stages: Fundamental, and Introduction to Specific Training Stage 
Week Session Topic WE THEY OTHER PHASE WU CONDITION STAGE MACRO

1 1 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 J 2

2 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 J 2

3 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 J 2

2 1 Physiological Development - Speed J 2

2 Physiological Development - Agility J 2

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D Sprint 2

3 1 Physiological Development - Speed 2, 3, 4 J 2

2 Physiological Development - Agility J 2

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D 1 Touch Finish 2

4 1 Pre-Season Scrimmage 1, 2, 3, 4 J 2

2 Pre-Season Scrimmage 1, 2, 3, 4 J 2

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D Counterattack 2

5 1 Dribbling 1 2, 3 D 2

2 Dribbling to Beat the Opponent 3 D 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D Gate Dribble 2

6 1 Dribbling in a 1v1 3 D 2

2 SSG - 1 2, 3, 4 J 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D 1v1 Confrontation 2

7 1 Dribbling Under Pressure… 3 D 2

2 Shooting and Finishing 3, 4 D 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D 1v1 Confrontation 2

8 1 Pressure as 1st Defender 2 J 2

2 SSG - 1 2, 3, 4 J 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D Gate Dribble 2

9 1 Passing 1 2, 3 J 2

2 Player Movement and Body Shape 2, 3 J 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D Team Involvement 2

10 1 Receiving the Ball 2, 3 J 2

2 Passing Between the Units… 2, 3 J 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D Team Touch Limit 2

11 1 Driving the Ball Over Distance 2, 3 J 2

2 SSG - 2 2, 3, 4 J 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D Corner targets 2

12 1 Shooting from Distance 4 J 2

2 Shooting and Finishing 3, 4 J 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D Striking Over Distance 2

13 1 Shooting 1 J 2

2 SSG - 1 2, 3, 4 D 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D 1 Touch Finish 2
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Learning Stages: Fundamental, and Introduction to Specific Training Stage 
14 1 Pressure as 1st Defender 2 J 2

2 SSG - 2 2, 3, 4 J 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D 1v1 Confrontation 2

15 1 Dribbling 1 2, 3 D 2

2 Dribbling to Beat the Opponent 3 D 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D Gate Dribble 2

16 1 Dribbling Under Pressure… 1, 2, 3, 4 D 2

2 SSG - 1 2, 3, 4 J 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D 1v1 Confrontation 2

17 1 Passing 1 2, 3 J 2

2 Player Movement and Body Shape 2, 3 J 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D Team Involvement 2

18 1 Passing 2 2, 3 J 2

2 Passing Between the Units… 2, 3 J 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D Team Touch Limit 2

19 1 Shooting from Distance 4 J 2

2 Shooting and Finishing 3, 4 J 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D Striking Over Distance 2

20 1 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 J 2

2 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 J 2

3 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 J 2

21 1 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 J 2

2 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 J 2

3 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 J 2

22 1 Physiological Development - Balance J 2

2 Coach Development J 2

3 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 D 2

23 1 Physiological Development - Speed J 2

2 Coach Development J 2

3 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 D 2

24 1 Physiological Development - Agility J 2

2 Coach Development J 2

3 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 D 2

25 1 Physiological Development - Coordination J 2

2 Coach Development J 2

3 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 D 2

26 1 Dribbling 1 2, 3 D 2

2 Dribbling to Beat the Opponent 3 D 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D Gate Dribble 2

27 1 Dribbling in a 1v1 3 D 3
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Learning Stages: Fundamental, and Introduction to Specific Training Stage 
2 SSG - 1 2, 3, 4 J 2

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D 1v1 Confrontation 2

28 1 Dribbling Under Pressure… 3 D 2

2 Shooting and Finishing 3, 4 J 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D 1v1 Confrontation 2

29 1 Pre-Season Scrimmage 1, 2, 3, 4 D 2

2 Pre-Season Scrimmage 1, 2, 3, 4 D 2

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D Counter Attack 2

30 1 Pressure as 1st Defender 2 J 2

2 SSG - 1 2, 3, 4 J 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D Gate Dribble 2

31 1 Passing 2 2, 3 J 2

2 Player Movement and Body Shape 2, 3 J 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D Team Involvement 2

32 1 Receiving the Ball 2, 3 J 2

2 Passing Between the Units… 2, 3 J 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D Team Touch Limit 2

33 1 Driving the Ball Over Distance 2, 3 J 2

2 SSG - 2 2, 3, 4 D 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D Corner targets 2

34 1 Shooting from Distance 4 J 2

2 Shooting and Finishing 3, 4 J 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D Striking Over Distance 2

35 1 Shooting 1 J 2

2 SSG - 1 2, 3, 4 J 2

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D 1 Touch Finish 2

36 1 Pressure as 1st Defender 2 J 2

2 SSG - 2 2, 3, 4 J 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D 1v1 Confrontation 2

37 1 Running with the Ball 2, 3 D 3

2 SSG - 1 2, 3, 4 D 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D 2

38 1 Dribbling 1 2, 3 D 2

2 Dribbling to Beat the Opponent 3 D 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D Gate Dribble 2

39 1 Passing Between the Units… 2, 3 J 3

2 Player Movement and Body Shape 2, 3 J 3

3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D 2

40 1 Driving the Ball Over Distance 2, 3 J 2

2 SSG - 2 2, 3, 4 J 3
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Learning Stages: Fundamental, and Introduction to Specific Training Stage 
3 Pool Training, Tournament 1, 2, 3, 4 D 2

41 1 Evaluations 2

2 Evaluations 2

3 Evaluations 2

42 1 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 J 2

2 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 J 2

3 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 J 2

43 1 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 J 2

2 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 J 2

3 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 J 2

44 1 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 J 2

2 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 J 2

3 Free Play 1, 2, 3, 4 J 2

Pre

During

Post

Week Refer to season calendar, mesocycle

Session Refer to calendar, microcycle

Topic Refer to curriculum for session plan

We/They Priority towards who has possession

Speciality Outside of stage of development

Phase 1. Including keeper build up / defensive shape

2. Build up / disruption of build up

3. Overcoming opponent / preventing opponent

4. Attempt at goal / prevention of goal

WU Juggling Challenge - Dribbling Challenge

Condition First 45 mins of SSG

Stage Funtamental - Specific

Macro Pre - During - Post Season
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Practice Warm Up
Activity

Group activity

Select one

Objectives

• Mobility

• Motor Learning

• Preparedness for soccer activity

Psychological Skills

• Communication

• Confidence

• Control

• Concentration

• Commitment
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Practice Warm Up

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• 5 minutes for the chosen activity.

1. Spread out the ball in an area appropriate to the numbers of players (3x3 per 

player). Mobility movements and actions including cartwheels and rolls.

2. Each player with a ball in hand, in an area appropriate to the numbers of players 

(3x3 per player). Move throughout the playing area with ball in hands, throwing up 

and clapping, throwing and spinning, bouncing and jumping, single hand 

movements.

3. Set up an area appropriate to the numbers of players (3x3 per player). 8 players in 

possession, with 3 balls active and in hand, against 3 opponents. 

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

1. Movements from ball to ball. Condition, move to a ball that no other player is 

working towards

2. Moving throughout the grid, each player has a ball, the coach shouts out actions 

for players to complete. i.e. through and catch, bounce and jump, clap and catch. 

Challenge, not to bump into other players in the playing area. Progression –

partner challenges with throwing and catching challenges.

3. Divide the group as shown in diagram 3. Players as defenders hold a pinnie and try 

to tag those players without a ball, switch upon the tag. Players with the ball to 

pass it with hands to support those under pressure, players cannot be tagged when 

in possession on the ball.

Session Outline
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Agility
Physical Preparedness

Speed of Action

Acceleration

Speed of Thought

Activity 1

Without a ball, small group exercise

20 seconds per repetition, 1 set of 5 repetitions 1 minute between reps, 2-minute 

rest between sets 

Activity 2

With a ball, small group exercise

20 seconds per repetition, 1 sets of 5 repetitions 1 minute between reps, 2-minute 

rest between sets 
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Agility

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• Agility through game like situations with and 

without the ball in a competition setting.

• Groups of 12 to 16 players, split in to 4 equal 

groups.

• 3 v 1 in the middle playing area

• Game only lasts for 20 seconds in total, continuous 

from the start to the very end, no stopping for 

players once in side the playing area. Changes in 

possession are continuous

• 2 Sets, 5 Reps, 1 minute rest between reps, 2 

minute rest between sets

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

1. Set 1 – Condition, on coaches call the players 

sprint through a slalom of cones or speed sticks, 

entering the playing area. Challenge, to be the 

first into the playing area to avoid needing to pick 

up the pinnie. Target, not to be tagged by the 

opposition player once the game inside playing 

area is active.

2. Set 2 – Condition, as previous game, but the first 

3 players into the playing area now collect a ball 

and dribble inside the area. Challenge, to be the 

first player into the area to secure possession of a 

ball. Target, maintain possession of the ball. 

Session Outline
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Balance
Physical Preparedness

Balance

Coordination

Agility

Activity 1

Without a ball, partner exercise

30 seconds per repetition, 1 sets of 5 repetitions 1 minute between reps, 2-

minute rest between sets 

Activity 2

With a ball, partner exercise

30 seconds per repetition, 1 sets of 5 repetitions 1 minute between reps, 2-

minute rest between sets 
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BalanceSession Outline

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• Hoop work to focus on balance

• Group activities for maximum engagement of the 

player

• 2 Sets, 5 Reps, 1 minute rest between reps, 2 

minute rest between sets

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

• Bounding – 8 hoops set up at angles, players to 

laterally bound at a forward angle, hold ¾ leg 

position for 3 seconds before next bound.

• 15 seconds active then switch roles

1. Set 1 – Condition, single leg land into lateral 

positions, double foot bound forwards and 

backwards. Hold final position for 3 seconds. 

Challenge, copy partners movements. Target, 

not to make additional step once landed, hold 

position for 3 seconds before moving.

2. Set 2 – Condition, dribble the ball using ball 

manipulation footwork around a training circle, 

mirroring partner must copy footwork used. 

Challenge, keep up with partners ball 

movement. Target, use footwork to challenge 

partners co-ordination to match your 

movements.
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Coordination
Physical Preparedness

Coordination

Agility

Balance

Speed

Activity 1

Without a ball, group exercise

2 sets, 1-minute rest between sets 

Activity 2

Without a ball, group exercise

2 sets, 1-minute rest between sets 
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CoordinationSession Outline

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• Hoop work to focus on co-ordination

• 9 item grid set up at the end of the hoops, 3 of 

each item

• Group activities for maximum engagement of the 

player

• Competition, best of 5 games against opponents

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

1. Game 1 and 2 – Condition, coach sets up the 

footwork pattern, left leg, double leg, right leg 

bound. Challenge, complete the movement 

and decision-making activity ahead of 

opposition team. Target, to get all 3 items in a 

row inside the grid

2. Game 3, 4, 5 – Condition, staggered line, 

favoring left or right, player must place the 

corresponding foot inside the hoop as traveling 

forward. Challenge, complete the movement 

and decision-making activity ahead of 

opposition team. Target, no item can be 

repeated in the vertical and horizontal line.
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Speed
Physical Preparedness

Speed of Action

Acceleration

Reactions

Activity 1

Ladder Activity with a Ball

4 sets x 1 rep, 1-minute rest between sets 

Activity 2

Without a ball, partner exercise

4 sets x 1 rep, 1-minute rest between sets 

Activity 3

With a ball, partner exercise

4 sets x 1 rep, 1-minute rest between sets 
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SpeedSession Outline

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• Individual ladder work, variety of linear 

footspeed - individual knee raise, double steps, 

and lateral footwork – side shuffles, one side and 

fully across

• 1 v 1 side playing area, for speed challenge with 

the ball.

• Sprint activity should last less than 6 seconds, 

work to rest ratio of 1:6

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

1. Set 1 to 4 – Condition, coach sets up the footwork 

pattern through the ladder, dribble the ball back 

to the start. Challenge, entire team to complete 

the activity ahead of the other team. Target, to 

get all balls back to the starting position.

2. Set 5 to 8 – Condition, 1 v 1 in small grids, cone 

or coaching stick as marker. Challenge, leading 

player without a ball, from starting marker to get 

across end of grid ahead of chasing player. 

Target, beat player for speed, with the ball.

3. Set 9 to 12. Condition, 1 v 1 in small grids, cone 

or coaching stick as marker. Challenge, leading 

player with a ball, from starting marker to get 

across end of grid ahead of chasing player. 
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Dribbling 1
Activity 1

Unopposed technical practice

Activity 2

Opposed skill acquisition

Activity 3

Small Sided Game

Player Elements

• Ability and confidence to take on an opponent in 1v1 

situations

• Variety of skills and tricks, comfort in performing 

these in game situations

• Head Up, taking information from the environment

Mechanical Breakdown

1. Keep ball close 

2. Vary surfaces of the foot 

3. Head Up 

4. Change of pace 

5. Change of direction 

Coaching Points

• Decision making

• Awareness

• Ball manipulation

• Recognition of spaces

Objectives

• Recognizing spaces to attack.

• Understanding when to dribble and when to run with 

a ball.

• Optimizing individual skills to beat a player 1v1.

Psychological Skills

• Confidence

• Control

• Concentration
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Dribbling 1Session Outline

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• Playing area appropriate for the number of players (3 x 3 yards 

per player, i.e. 12 players 36 x 36 yards adjusted to 30 x 40).

• Layer cones for transition to SSG, allowing for quick movement 

in to the game. Consider the conditions you’ll be using that will 

need layering.

• Split up teams as shown in diagrams

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

• Technical – dribbling through the central grid practicing a turn 

or skill of choice, before leaving to dribble around an outside 

player. Outside players working on keeping the ball moving by 

creating footwork patterns, i.e. rollovers and drag backs.  

Progression – introduce passive defenders to central area to 

limit space. Competition – dribble around as many players on 

the outside as possible.

• Skill – As the previous activity but now with the defenders being 

active and dribbling players passing to a free outside player. 

Progression – allow defenders to defend the entire playing 

area. Rotating with attacker on winning possession of the ball. 

Challenge – not to lose possession of the ball within the time 

given by the coach. Competition – Point for every successful 

dribble through central area with successful pass to free outside 

player.
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Dribbling to Beat the 

Opponent
Activity 1

Unopposed technical practice

Activity 2

Opposed skill acquisition

Activity 3

Small Sided Game

Player Elements

• Ability and confidence to take on an opponent in 1v1 

situations

• Variety of skills and tricks, comfort in performing 

these in game situations

• Head Up, taking information from the environment

Mechanical Breakdown

1. Keep ball close 

2. Vary surfaces of the foot 

3. Head Up 

4. Change of pace 

5. Change of direction 

Coaching Points

• Attack at speed

• Attack open spaces

• Change speed and direction when going around 

defender

• Control ball in your stride, and good balance to wrong 

foot and off balance the defender

• Play the ball behind the defender for penetration
Objectives

• Recognizing spaces to attack.

• Understanding when to dribble and when to run with 

a ball.

• Optimizing individual skills to beat a player 1v1.

Psychological Skills

• Confidence

• Control

• Concentration
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Dribbling to Beat the OpponentSession Outline

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• Playing area appropriate for the number of players (3 x 3 yards 

per player, i.e. 12 players 36 x 36 yards adjusted to 30 x 40). 

Split this practice into 4 corner areas with a small grid inside.

• Layer cones for transition to SSG, allowing for quick movement 

in to the game. Consider the conditions you’ll be using that will 

need layering.

• Split up teams as shown in diagrams

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

• Technical – dribbling within the area 1 ball per player, on 

coaches call all players must dribble to the opposite area. 

Competition – first team to reach the opposite area receives a 

point. Progression – each player given a number, that player 

must go through one of the smaller grids before entering 

opposite area.

• Skill – As the previous activity but now with the defenders being 

active inside the smaller grid. All players must now dribble 

through this smaller grid Competition – a point for each player 

through the grid without having their ball touched.. Challenge –

not to lose possession of the ball.

• Skill 2 – as shown, 1v1 in small grid, passing to teammate on 

opposite side. If opponent wins possession of the ball, passes to 

teammate, and player losing possession becomes defender. 

Competition – team to win most 1v1 attacking duels in given 

time.
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Dribbling In a 1v1
Activity 1

Unopposed technical practice

Activity 2

Opposed skill acquisition

Activity 3

Small Sided Game

Player Elements

• Ability and confidence to take on an opponent in 1v1 

situations

• Variety of skills and tricks, comfort in performing 

these in game situations

• Head Up, taking information from the environment

Mechanical Breakdown

1. Keep ball close 

2. Vary surfaces of the foot 

3. Head Up 

4. Change of pace 

5. Change of direction 

Coaching Points

• Attack at speed

• Attack open spaces

• Change speed and direction when going around 

defender

• Control ball in your stride, and good balance to wrong 

foot and off balance the defender

• Play the ball behind the defender for penetration

• Communication, teammates movement to occupy or 

create space

• Decision making

Objectives

• Recognizing spaces to attack.

• Understanding when to dribble and when to pass.

• Optimizing individual skills to beat a player 1v1.

Psychological Skills

• Confidence

• Control

• Concentration

• Communication
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Dribbling in a 1v1Session Outline

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• Playing area appropriate for the number of players (3 x 3 yards 

per player, i.e. 12 players 36 x 36 yards adjusted to 30 x 40).

• 7 yard line between receiving and the goal, 1 defender within 

the width of the line.

• 1 receiving player, a feeder to pass in and follow for next 

repetition, additional player waiting.

• Defensive rotation, keeper becomes additional player, defender 

to goalkeeper, and spare players steps up to defend.

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

• Technical – upon receiving dribble at the defender. Condition, 

defender with restricted movement – bounding. Attacker must 

dribble through the gate before going to goal. Competition – 1 

point for beating defender, 2 for finishing. Progression –

defender can now freely move along the line.

• Skill – As the previous activity but now with the defender is free 

to move off the line and make recovery runs. Condition –

defender cannot move until attackers first touch. Competition –

sore more goals than opponent in mirrored practice. 

Progression – feeder player joins attack to create 2v1, 

providing width or an overlapping run.

• SSG – build up from one goal in a 1v0. Opponent immediately 

starts counterattack with a 1v1. Continue to add 1 player 

through 1v1, 2v1, 2v2, etc. Competition – team to score the 

most goals.
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Dribbling Under Pressure
Activity 1

Unopposed technical practice

Activity 2

Opposed skill acquisition

Activity 3

Small Sided Game

Player Elements

• Ability and confidence to take on an opponent in 1v1 

situations

• Willingness and comfort to have possession of the ball

• Head Up, taking information from the environment

Mechanical Breakdown

1. Keep ball close 

2. Vary surfaces of the foot 

3. Head Up 

4. Change of pace 

5. Change of direction 

Coaching Points

• First touch to give direction away from pressure and 

towards space

• Position body between opponent and the ball

• Comfortable in control of the ball with both feet to 

change body shape upon opponent’s movements

• Head up and be aware of surroundings and spaces

• Communication, shape and movement of opponents 

and teammates

• Decision making

• Movement off the ball, creating or occupying spaces 

for 2v1 situations

Objectives

• Protecting the ball from opponent

• Body positioning in relation to direction of pressure 

from opponent

• Comfortable having possession of the ball in a tight 

space

Psychological Skills

• Confidence

• Control

• Concentration

• Communication
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Dribbling Under PressureSession Outline

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• Central cones placed 10 yards apart, horizontal gates placed 8 

yards wide. 

• Starting point at one end of the playing area, mirroring the same 

practice from the opposite end of the playing area.

• Player in possession becomes the feeder with a pass into the 

waiting receiver at the starting point.

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

• Technical – first touch to left or right cone, then dribble across 

the gate, turn at an angle to dribble diagonally across the 

playing area. Competition – racing the opposite set of players, 

team to get all players back first wins the round. Condition –

attacking player must visualize the cone as a defender and turn 

from the cone protecting the ball

• Skill – As the previous activity but now with the feeder becoming 

a passive defender to apply physical contact throughout the 

duration of the dribbling path. The attacker who is the feeder of 

the next player becomes the defender for the receiving player. 

Condition – defender must try and prevent the pass back to new 

receiving player. Competition –1 point for successfully 

maintaining control of the ball throughout the pathway. 

Progression – defender is now active and can try to regain 

possession.

• SSG – Ball must be dribbled through playing thirds. Players may 

make as many passes as needed to create open spaces but 

cannot make a vertical pass into the next playing third.
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Running with the Ball
Activity 1

Unopposed technical practice

Activity 2

Opposed skill acquisition

Activity 3

Small Sided Game

Player Elements

• Ability and confidence to take on an opponent in 1v1 

situations

• Willingness and comfort to have possession of the ball

• Head Up, taking information from the environment

Mechanical Breakdown

1. Get ball out of feet.

2. Make contact with the laces

3. Head up

4. Get into running stride

5. Move quickly

Coaching Points

• First touch to give direction away from pressure and 

towards space

• Head up, recognize open spaces to attack

• Communication, shape and movement of opponents 

and teammates to advance into open spaces

• Decision making, occupation of opponent in 

intervention spaces to utilize dribbling

• Disguise action to off balance advancing opponent

Objectives

• Recognizing spaces, near and far

• Recognizing the difference between dribbling and 

running with the ball

• Reach optimal linear speed while in control of the 

ball in possession.

Psychological Skills

• Commitment

• Control

• Communication
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Running with the BallSession Outline

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• Playing area longer than it is wide, 15 yards in length.

• Players at opposite sides of the playing area, enough players for 

a rest period of 1:4 work to rest ratio.

• Player in possession of the ball passes to the receiving player 

from a distance of 5 yards.

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

• Technical – first touch of the feet, enough distance ahead for 3 

long strides between each touch. Upon receiving the ball, run 

with the ball to the opposite side of the playing area.

Competition – racing the opposite set of players, most shuttles 

completed for time wins. Condition – receiver must be behind 

the touchline before getting their first touch out of their feet. 

Progression – player running with the ball directly sprints at 

receiver once the ball has been released, creating and angle and 

rate of pressure.

• Skill – As the previous activity but now with a defender placed at 

a starting point midway in the area. Players now release to the 

waiting player in the next area. Condition – defender cannot 

more from the starting position until receiver gets first touch. 

Competition –1 point for each successful completion of running 

through the playing area. Progression – defender is now active 

on the pass from player in possession.

• SSG – Ball must be dribbled through playing thirds. Players may 

make as many passes as needed to create open spaces but 

cannot make a vertical pass into the next playing third.
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Passing 1
Activity 1

Unopposed technical practice

Activity 2

Opposed skill acquisition

Activity 3

Small Sided Game

Player Elements

• Variety of striking techniques for disguised passes and 

finishing

• Willingness and comfort to have possession of the ball

• Head Up, taking information from the environment

Mechanical Breakdown

1. Look at target

2. Eye on ball

3. Angle of approach

4. Non-kicking foot alongside ball in a

comfortable position

5. Strike Centre of ball with inside /

outside of foot (Identified area of the ball)

6. Firm ankle

7. Follow through towards target

Coaching Points

• Accuracy of the pass

• Weight of the pass

• Variety of distribution dependent on situation

• Communication, movement of supporting teammates, 

and spaces affected by opponent's movement

• Decision making, pass or dribble

• Disguise action to off balance advancing opponent 

when receiving

Objectives

• Optimize technical performance of the pass

• Knowing when to dribble and when to pass

• Optimizing special awareness in both intervention and 

mutual assistance spaces

Psychological Skills

• Communication

• Concentration

• Control
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Passing 1Session Outline

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• Create a circle with 8 playing lines between cones placed around 

the circumference of the area. Diameter of the playing area at 

12 yards.

• Every other playing line will be occupied by a player from the 

opponents team. Have 1 team then enter the centre of the area.

• Layer the playing area to transition in to small sided games.

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

• Technical – passing without pressure moving throughout the area 

to pass to any open player on the outside. Progression – 1. 

switch with receiver, 2. add a passing pattern where players 

create an angle to play a triangle of passes when they rotate 

positions. Competition – as an individual, complete as many 

successful passes as possible within a given time.

• Skill – 1v1 in the central playing area, using outside supporting 

players to switch with and maintain possession. Challenge –

maintain possession. Competition – first team to make 8 

successful passes gains a point, reset with opponent.

• Skill 2 – as above, now in a central 2v2. Challenge and 

Competition as above.

• SSG – Conditioned game to increase number of passes within a 

game situation. Condition to be realistic to the game where 

decision and moment are within the reality of a game situation.
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Passing 2
Activity 1

Unopposed technical practice

Activity 2

Opposed skill acquisition

Activity 3

Small Sided Game

Player Elements

• Variety of striking techniques for disguised passes and 

finishing

• Willingness and comfort to have possession of the ball

• Head Up, taking information from the environment

Mechanical Breakdown

1. Look at target

2. Eye on ball

3. Angle of approach

4. Non-kicking foot alongside ball in a

comfortable position, knee bent

5. Strike Centre of ball with inside /

outside of foot (Identified area of the ball)

6. Firm ankle

7. Follow through towards target

Coaching Points

• Accuracy of the pass

• Weight of the pass

• Variety of distribution dependent on situation

• Communication, movement of supporting teammates, 

and spaces affected by opponent's movement

• Decision making, pass or dribble

• Disguise action to off balance advancing opponent 

when receiving

Objectives

• Optimize technical performance of the pass

• Knowing when to dribble and when to pass

• Optimizing special awareness in both intervention and 

mutual assistance spaces

Psychological Skills

• Communication

• Concentration

• Control
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Passing 2Session Outline

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• Playing area appropriate for the number of players (3 x 3 yards 

per player, i.e. 12 players 36 x 36 yards adjusted to 30 x 40).

• Layer cones for transition to SSG, allowing for quick movement 

in to the game. Consider the conditions you’ll be using that will 

need layering.

• Split up teams as shown in diagrams

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

• Technical – passing without pressure opposite partner to 

complete 5 – 10-yard passes. Progression – add receiving of 

different surfaces with 3 touch of receive, retain and release, 

working on both feet. Competition – working as a pair, which 

partners can complete the greatest number of passes within 1 

minute.

• Skill – outside player now receives and breaks into the middle 

grid to pass to an open player on outside. Challenge – complete 

as many successful passes as possible within 1 minute, pass must 

be released from inside the middle area.

• Skill 2 – introduction of defenders to the middle grid.  

Competition – Point for every successful pass made, points only 

score when in possession of the ball. Progression – allow the 

defenders to leave the central area and put pressure on 

receiving the ball.

• SSG – Conditioned game to increase number of passes within a 

game situation. Condition to be realistic to the game where 

decision and moment are within the reality of a game situation.
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Player Movement and Body 

Shape
Activity 1

Unopposed technical practice

Activity 2

Opposed skill acquisition

Activity 3

Small Sided Game

Player Elements

• Variety of striking techniques for disguised passes and 

finishing

• Willingness and comfort to have possession of the ball

• Head Up, taking information from the environment

Mechanical Breakdown

1. Look at target

2. Eye on ball

3. Angle of approach

4. Non-kicking foot alongside ball in a

comfortable position, knee bent

5. Strike Centre of ball with inside /

outside of foot (Identified area of the ball)

6. Firm ankle

7. Follow through towards target

Coaching Points

• Accuracy of the pass

• Weight of the pass

• Variety of distribution dependent on situation

• Communication, movement of supporting teammates, 

and spaces affected by opponent's movement

• Body shape when receiving the pass, open hip and 

checking shoulder

• Receive on back foot, positioning body between ball 

path and direction of pressure from opponent

• Disguise action to off balance advancing opponent 

when receiving

Objectives

• Optimize technical performance of the pass

• Body shape when receiving the pass

• Body orientation and laterality in use of both feet

Psychological Skills

• Communication

• Concentration

• Control
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Player Movement and Body ShapeSession Outline

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

• Technical – one smaller diamond inside a larger diamond, 

distance between players 5 – 20 yards. Passing in sequence 

around the playing area. Switch inside and outside players for 

distance variation. Progression – change direction, using both 

feet. Competition – team competition, which team can 

complete the most passes in a set time.

• Skill – targets opposite ends of the playing area, remaining 

players inside playing area. Condition – limited touches for 

outside target players. Challenge – complete as many switches 

of play within a set time, awareness of stopping the passing 

action if passing line is cut off. Competition – score more 

switches of play than opponents within set time.

• Skill 2 – 3v3 + 2, secure possession, recovery of the ball upon 

opponents taking possession.  Competition – Points awarded for 

consecutive passes completed without loss of possession. 

Progression – allow for rotation between the outside targets, 

and inside players.

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• Playing area appropriate for the number of players (3 x 3 yards 

per player, i.e. 12 players 36 x 36 yards adjusted to 30 x 40).

• Layer cones for transition to SSG, allowing for quick movement 

in to the game. Consider the conditions you’ll be using that will 

need layering.

• Split up teams as shown in diagrams
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Playing Between the Units
Activity 1

Unopposed technical practice

Activity 2

Opposed skill acquisition

Activity 3

Small Sided Game

Player Elements

• Variety of striking techniques for disguised passes and 

finishing

• Willingness and comfort to have possession of the ball

• Head Up, taking information from the environment

Mechanical Breakdown

1. Look at target

2. Eye on ball

3. Angle of approach

4. Non-kicking foot alongside ball in a

comfortable position, knee bent

5. Strike Centre of ball with inside /

outside of foot (Identified area of the ball)

6. Firm ankle

7. Follow through towards target

Objectives

• Optimize technical performance of the pass

• Communication through ball movement and 

supporting teammates

• Player movement off the ball to get in to seams and 

between units

Psychological Skills

• Communication

• Concentration

• Control

• Confidence

Coaching Points

• Decision Making – head up, take in the information 

from playing area, opponents' distance and angle of 

pressure.

• Communication – verbal and nonverbal – body shape, 

direction of pass to communicate with teammate

• Technique – use of both feet to pass and receive. 

Weight of the pass

• Continue the play by adjusting angle of support

• Vertical passes into open players at first opportunity.
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Playing Between the UnitsSession Outline

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• Playing area split in to 2 halves, 2 10 x 10 areas, adjust depending 

on level of the players. Smaller area for greater challenge.

• Layer cones for transition to SSG, allowing for quick movement in 

to the game. Consider the conditions you’ll be using that will need 

layering.

• Split up teams as shown in diagrams

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

• Technical and Skill– quality of the pass, weight and accuracy, 

technical breakdown of the action. 4 v 2 in area with the ball, 1 

defender to transition with the ball into the other grid. Team in 

possession aiming to transfer the ball between the end grid  

targets without going direct. Pass cannot be made between the 2 

players occupying the same line. Upon defender winning 

possession of the ball the 2 players switch roles, but the game 

does not stop (tip: use pinnies in hand for visual identification of 

defender and for a quick transition). Competition – maintain 

possession for a set number of passes. Progression 2 wide players 

now enter the playing area, remaining wide players to work the 

entire length of the grid, 4v3 in half with the ball. Same 

conditions and competition
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Driving the Ball Over Distance
Activity 1

Unopposed technical practice

Activity 2

Opposed skill acquisition

Activity 3

Small Sided Game

Player Elements

• Variety of striking techniques for disguised passes and 

finishing

• Willingness and comfort to have possession of the ball

• Head Up, taking information from the environment

Mechanical Breakdown

1. Look at target

2. Eye on ball

3. Angle of approach

4. Non-kicking foot alongside ball in a

comfortable position, knee bent

5. Strike slightly under the central area of the ball, the 

southern hemisphere/ ankle angled to strike using the 

laces

6. Firm ankle

7. Follow through towards target with hop onto striking 

foot

Objectives

• Optimize technical performance of the pass

• Recognize supporting teammates in spaces of 

cooperation

• Body movement and positioning as the ball is in flight

Psychological Skills

• Communication

• Confidence

• Control

• Concentration

Coaching Points

• Decision Making – head up, take in the information 

from playing area, opponents' distance and angle of 

pressure.

• Communication – verbal and nonverbal – body shape, 

direction of pass to communicate with teammate. 

Supporting players movement out of defender's 

shadow to provide angles of support.

• Technique – use of both feet to pass and receive.

• Weight of the pass

• Accuracy

• Continue the play by adjusting angle of support

• Vertical passes into open players at first opportunity.
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Driving the Ball Over DistanceSession Outline

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

• Technical – Receive a short pass and drive the ball over distance 

to opponent at opposite end waiting to receive. Upon receiving 

the long pass, perform a repeat pass with outside player and 

drive the ball back. Switch roles with outside player. 

Progression – change side of outside support, to use both feet. 

Competition – 1 point to the team that can drive the ball to 

land in the end zone.

• Skill – 2v2 + 1, at earliest opportunity drive the pass in to 

opposite playing area. Condition: Defenders cannot become 

active until the receiving touch of the player in the receiving 

area. Challenge – create space within playing area to drive a 

pass over distance to supporting players. Competition – score 

point from each driven pass received within the area.

• Skill 2 – as above, progression to player dropping into central 

playing area to receive a shorter driven pass. Defender cannot 

go until receiver's touch.  Competition – score point from each 

driven pass received. Progression – allow defenders to be live 

and one supporting player from releasing grid to support pass 

back to then play into end zone.

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• Playing area appropriate for the number of players (3 x 3 yards 

per player, i.e. 12 players 36 x 36 yards adjusted to 25 x 45).

• Playing area separated into 3 areas, 2 end zones 25 x 10, with a 

central area of 25 x 25.

• Working in groups of 4, with 2 players at either zones, and 

rotating roles on the pass over distance.
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Receiving the Ball
Activity 1

Unopposed technical practice

Activity 2

Opposed skill acquisition

Activity 3

Small Sided Game

Player Elements

• Variety of striking techniques for disguised passes and 

finishing

• Head Up, taking information from the environment

• Ball mastery to be comfortable in tight spaces

Mechanical Breakdown

1. On toes

2. Eye on the ball

3. Get in line with ball

4. Decide and present surface towards ball

5. Relax on impact

Objectives

• Comfortable in using variety of surfaces to receive

• Body shape when receiving the ball to support next 

action

• Recognize supporting teammates in spaces of mutual 

assistance

Psychological Skills

• Communication

• Confidence

• Control

• Concentration

Coaching Points

• Decision Making – head up, take in the information 

from playing area, best surface to use to receive.

• Communication – verbal and nonverbal – body shape, 

direction of pass to communicate with teammate.

• Movement – into a position to limit touches when 

turning. Get out of defender's shadow to provide 

angles of support, body position to open hips to field.

• Technique – use of both legs to receive.

• Direction of first touch.

• Continue the play after receiving and releasing.

• Checking shoulder to see next action ahead of 

receiving the ball.
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Receiving the BallSession Outline

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

• Technical – Central player receives the pass to turn and switch 

to other side of playing area. Progression – variety of passes 

into central player. Competition – group of 3 who can perform 

the most switches within a given time.

• Skill – Working with players on same team, 1 central and 2 

outside players, freedom of movement to get into passing 

channels without being affected by opponents in same playing 

area. Condition: each team with their own ball, no active 

defenders, decision making based on spaces. Challenge –

perform switches of play, using as few touches as possible but 

with continued control over the ball. Competition – perform 

the most switches by a team in a given time.

• Skill 2 – 4 v 4 + 1, 2 v 2 + 1 in central playing area, 2 outside 

supporting players. Condition – upon regaining possession, must 

score in opponent’s goal to reset game with possession. 

Challenge – complete as many passes as possible. Competition –

1 point for every 8 passes, no points for goal scored upon 

regaining possession.

• SSG – Conditioned game to increase number of passes within a 

game situation. Condition to be realistic to the game where 

decision and moment are within the reality of a game situation.

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• Playing area appropriate for the number of players (3 x 3 yards 

per player, i.e. 12 players 36 x 36 yards adjusted to 30 x 40).

• Playing area separated into 3 areas, ;laterally for passing 

channels to work within. Marker at half way for receiving player.

• Working in groups of 3, 1 central with 2 players at either ends, 

and rotating roles for time.
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Shooting 1
Activity 1

Unopposed technical practice

Activity 2

Opposed skill acquisition

Activity 3

Small Sided Game

Player Elements

• Variety of striking techniques for disguised passes and 

finishing

• Head Up, taking information from the environment

• Ability and confidence to take on an opponent in 1v1 

situations

Mechanical Breakdown

1. Get your body in a position to strike the ball

2. Angled approach

3. Non kicking foot beside the ball

4. Head over the ball

5. Select Surface & Strike: E.g. Laces, Inside.

6. Follow through

7. Aim low and across goal (Accuracy)

8. Decision

Objectives

• Optimize striking technique in front of goal.

• Decision making on when to shoot and how to finish

• Awareness of opponents from in front, the side, and 

behind

Psychological Skills

• Confidence

• Control

• Concentration

• Commitment

Coaching Points

• Decision Making – check shoulder from pressure, look 

at goalkeepers positioning, strike or finish.

• Movement – angled, third man, and withdrawn runs in 

to unoccupied spaces.

• Technique – use of both legs to strike and finish.

• Continue the play after striking, anticipate follow up 

action.
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Shooting 1Session Outline

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• Playing area appropriate for the number of players (3 x 3 yards 

per player, i.e. 12 players 36 x 36 yards adjusted to 30 x 40).

• Playing area split in to thirds, with a goal at the end of each 

area.

• Split up teams as shown in diagrams

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

• Technical – dribble into an attacking area to finish in a 1v1 

situation. Coach calls the players number to initiate the attack, 

shoot early at the goal or dribble in to the 1v1. Condition - the 

ball must leave the middle area before deciding next action. 

Progression – add a chasing defender to affect decision. 

Competition – keep a team score, if both opposing players 

score, the first player who scored gets the point for their team.

• Skill – small sided game in midfield 3rd, only 1 target goal. After 

2 successful passes the team can now go to goal but can only 

score within the attacking third. Challenge – break into the 

attacking third, 1 defend can recover and apply pressure. 

Target – score by either 1v1 with keeper or recognizing the 

pressure and shooting early. Competition – keep the team 

score, 3-minute game before changing the keeper. Progression –

allow for supporting players, 2v1, and progress to 2v2, 3v2, and 

develop to SSG.
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Shooting from Distance
Activity 1

Unopposed technical practice

Activity 2

Opposed skill acquisition

Activity 3

Small Sided Game

Player Elements

• Variety of striking techniques for disguised passes and 

finishing

• Head Up, taking information from the environment

• Ability and confidence to take on an opponent in 1v1 

situations

Mechanical Breakdown

1. Get your body in a position to strike the ball

2. Angled approach

3. Non kicking foot beside the ball

4. Head over the ball

5. Select Surface & Strike: E.g. Laces, Inside.

6. Follow through

7. Aim low and across goal (Accuracy)

8. Decision

Objectives

• Optimize striking technique in front of goal.

• Decision making on when to shoot and how to finish

• Accuracy of striking from distance to be on target 

under pressure.

Psychological Skills

• Confidence

• Control

• Concentration

• Commitment

Coaching Points

• Decision Making – type of strike, drive, bend, passed.

• Movement – create space with touch out of feet and 

away from opponent.

• Technique – use of both legs to strike and finish.

• Continue the play after striking, anticipate follow up 

action.
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Shooting from DistanceSession Outline

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• Playing area appropriate for the number of players (3 x 3 yards 

per player, i.e. 12 players 36 x 36 yards adjusted to 30 x 40).

• Playing area reduced to 20 x 30, strikes from outside 18 yards 

from goal.

• Rotation of players as shown in diagram.

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

• Technical – receive the pass from feeder next to the right goal 

post, touch out of feet and strike from distance. Condition - the 

ball must be struck from over 18 yards from goal. Progression –

reduce number of touches to increase speed of play and getting 

strike away. Competition – individual points within the active 

group, 1 for on target, 3 for a goal, play for time.

• Skill – as previous activity, addition of opponent applying 

pressure from the side. Condition – opponent can only start 

press on the first touch of receiving player. Challenge – create 

space and strike from distance before space is reduced. 

Competition – individual points within the active group, 1 for 

on target, 3 for a goal, play for time. Progression – after strike 

is made on goal, a second pass is made into the area over a 

shorter distance, max of 2 touch finish with feeder applying 

pressure from the front.

• SSG – conditioned scrimmage with a points system favoring 

striking from distance.
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Shooting and Finishing
Activity 1

Unopposed technical practice

Activity 2

Opposed skill acquisition

Activity 3

Small Sided Game

Player Elements

• Variety of striking techniques for disguised passes and 

finishing

• Head Up, taking information from the environment

• Ability and confidence to take on an opponent in 1v1 

situations

Mechanical Breakdown

1. Get your body in a position to strike the ball

2. Angled approach

3. Non kicking foot beside the ball

4. Head over the ball

5. Select Surface & Strike: E.g. Laces, Inside.

6. Follow through

7. Aim low and across goal (Accuracy)

8. Decision

Objectives

• Optimize striking technique in front of goal.

• Finishing from a starting position with back to goal.

• Recognizing attacking a defensive spaces in moments 

of transition

Psychological Skills

• Confidence

• Control

• Concentration

• Commitment

Coaching Points

• Decision Making – awareness of spaces to attack or 

shoot from distance when under pressure.

• Movement – body shape to check shoulder for 

pressure, creating spaces in intervention and mutual 

assistance spaces.

• Technique – use of both legs to strike and finish.

• Continue the play after striking, anticipate follow up 

action.
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Shooting and FinishingSession Outline

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• Playing area double the size of the 18 yard penalty area. Goals 

at both ends.

• Players divided into two groups, both attacking a gal in opposite 

direction of each other. Each team needs feeders and receivers 

of which will rotate with each repetition of the action. 

• Direction and rotation of players as shown in diagram.

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

• Technical – pass played into receiver, with their back to goal at 

an angle off the edge of the 18-yard area. Receive the pass and 

turn to strike at goal. Condition – strike from outside of the 18-

yard area. Competition – individual points within the active 

group, 1 for on target, 3 for a goal, play for time.

• Skill – as previous activity, addition of opponent applying 

pressure from behind. Condition – opponent becomes live once 

the receiver makes their first touch. Challenge – check 

shoulder, create space and strike from distance before space is 

reduced. Competition – team points, 1 for on target, 3 for a 

goal, play for time. Progression – defender is active at the time 

of the feeder's pass.

• SSG – set up as above, both feeders playing the pass into the 

receiver at the same time. Opponents can now score in 

transition by attacking the opposite direction. Game continues 

until a goal is scored or goes out of play. If the other 1v1 is still 

live, both players can now provide support in attack and defense 

to create a 2v2.
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Pressure as 1st Defender
Activity 1

Unopposed technical practice

Activity 2

Opposed skill acquisition

Activity 3

Small Sided Game

Player Elements

• Head Up, taking information from the environment

• Ability and confidence to take on an opponent in 1v1 

situations

Mechanical Breakdown

1. Get in Line

2. Pressure on the ball

3. Deceleration

4. Body Position

5. Stay on toes

6. Be Patient

7. Decision

8. Recovery Runs (Movement)

9. Tracking Players

Objectives

• Angle and speed of approach to occupy intervention 

spaces

• Delaying opponent is can’t immediately effect the 

player in possession

• Protecting central areas with group defending

Psychological Skills

• Commitment

• Concentration

• Control

Coaching Points

• Decision Making – when to pressure and reduce space 

of intervention, or patience and effect opponent's 

decision.

• Movement – angle and speed of approach, recovery 

runs. Prevent seems and defend central areas.

• Technique – low and strong body position, side on to 

effect opponent's movement and decision.

• Concentration and communication in group defending
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Pressure as 1st DefenderSession Outline

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• Playing area 10 x 15, 1v1 in central playing area.

• 2 wide target areas for attacking player to dribble through.

• Transition to playing area doubled in size, 20 x 15, 2v2 in central 

playing area. Feeders at the side of the playing area. Central 

target area to dribble through as a target for attackers.

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

• Technical – defending player presses on to opponent, tags

opponent, opponent makes attempt to sprint past defender. Use

body movement and position to prevent opponents progress 

towards the target areas. Condition – attacker cannot move 

forward until tagged. Competition – individual competition, 1 

point for preventing attacker from progressing through target 

area..

• Skill – as previous activity, including the ball. Pass into opponent 

for the trigger to begin the press. Condition – can’t press until 

receiver gets their first touch. Challenge – prevent attacker 

from dribbling into corner target area. Competition – 1 point 

for preventing attacking player. Progression – add transition to 

counterattack for extra point.

• SSG – Feeder from side of playing area at halfway plays into 

receiving players at top of the playing area. 2v2 in playing area. 

Condition – defenders start in defensive half, press on the pass. 

Competition – 1 point for regaining possession and preventing 

attack. Target - prevent opportunities of attackers breaking 

through central target. Progression – increase numbers to 2v3, 

and 3v3.
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Small Sided Games 1
Activity

Small Sided Games

Player Elements

• Head Up, taking information from the environment

• Ability and confidence to take on an opponent in 1v1 

situations

• Variety of striking techniques for disguised passes and 

finishing

• Willingness and comfort to have possession of the ball

Mechanical Breakdown

See –

• Passing

• Dribbling

• Shooting

• Defending

Objectives

• Perform learned actions in game realistic situations.

• Recognition of spaces in intervention and mutual 

assistance.

• Decision making and creativity performed by players

Psychological Skills

• Communication

• Confidence

• Control

• Concentration

• Commitment

Coaching Points

• Decision Making – recognition of spaces and player 

movement. Game insight with specific game 

situations.

• Movement – body positioning and movement to 

communicate intentions. Movement off the ball in 

attack and defense in support.

• Technique – use of both legs to control, strike and 

finish.

• Speed – physical preparedness to compete in a game 

situation.
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Small Sided Games 1Session Outline

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

• Technical and Skill– quality of the soccer actions for both the first 

defender and first attacker. Passing, shooting, and dribbling are all 

covered in the attacking stages of the game. 1st defender to apply 

immediate pressure on the ball, angle to cut off support and 

affect attacker. Competition – points score for every goal, 

continue to add scores up throughout the session. 

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• 4v4 in playing area, suitably sized for 8 players.

• Consider the scoring targets when setting up field dimensions, 

i.e. two wide goals requires width of touchline.

• 4 different scoring directions, game remains 2 directional. A = 

regular goal, B = 2 wide split goals, C = dribble end line, D = 3 

passing targets.

• 4 games, each team gets the opportunity to attack each target.
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Small Sided Games 2
Activity

Small Sided Games

Player Elements

• Head Up, taking information from the environment

• Variety of striking techniques for disguised passes and 

finishing

• Willingness and comfort to have possession of the ball

• Ball mastery to be comfortable in tight spaces

Mechanical Breakdown

See –

• Passing

• Dribbling

• Shooting

• Defending

Objectives

• Perform learned actions in game realistic situations.

• Recognition of spaces in intervention and mutual 

assistance.

• Decision making and creativity performed by players

Psychological Skills

• Communication

• Confidence

• Control

• Concentration

• Commitment

Coaching Points

• Decision Making – recognition of spaces and player 

movement. Game insight with specific game 

situations.

• Movement – body positioning and movement to 

communicate intentions. Movement off the ball in 

attack and defense in support.

• Technique – use of both legs to control, strike and 

finish.

• Speed – physical preparedness to compete in a game 

situation.
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Small Sided Games 2Session Outline

Adaptations to the Practice

(Progression/Regression, Challenges’)

• Technical and Skill– dribbling and passing/control when in 

possession of the ball, opposition working on speed and angle of 

pressure on player with the ball. Angle and distance of support, 

both active and passive movement in creating space for the spare 

player. Competition – Point every time the pass splits the central 

area. Progression – team regaining possession to pass into central 

player to release them and shoot on goal. Only one opportunity to 

score. Points awarded for the goal and splitting of central area.

Organisation

Practice Layout and Transitions

• 4v4 in playing area, suitably sized for 8 players.

• A central triangular area set up using coaching sticks. 1 

opposition player inside the central area, creating 4v3 in active 

playing area.

• 1 opposition player inside the central area, creating 4v3 in 

active playing area. 4 goals set up on outside of the playing 

area. 
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Game Day
Activity

Game Day – 7v7, and 9v9

Player Elements

Primary

• Exposed to multiple playing positions on the field.

• Ability and confidence to take on an opponent in 1v1 

situations.

• Head Up, taking information from the environment.

• Variety of skills and tricks, comfort in performing 

these in game situations

Secondary

• Variety of striking techniques for disguised passes and 

finishing.

• Willingness and comfort to have possession of the 

ball.

• Ball mastery to be comfortable in tight spaces.

Objectives

• Rotation of players to experience multiple positions, 2 

-3 per game.

• Players confident to try new skills, and perform 

tricks, without fear of failure.

• Decision making and creativity performed by players

Psychological Skills

• Communication

• Confidence

• Control

• Concentration

• Commitment

Coaching Points

• Communication

• Game nsight

• Technique

• Speed
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Game DaySession Outline

Warm Up

• Playing area appropriate for the number of players (3 x 3 yards per player, i.e. 12 

players 36 x 36 yards adjusted to 30 x 40). Adjust size dependant on objective

• Split up teams as shown in diagrams

• Use 8-minute periods for each of the 3 activities

• 1. Technical – dribbling with one ball each for 2 minutes, players must use a 

technical move on every third touch, encouraging use of all surfaces. Progression –

movement between the balls using dynamic movements, i.e. skipping, karaoke 

steps, high knees, side steps, heel flicks, defending positioning, cross body volleys, 

hip openings. Alternate between dribbling and exercises for 30 second intervals.

• 2. Body movement and spacial awareness – divide the group as shown in diagram 

3. Players as defenders hold a pinnie and try to tag those players without a ball, 

switch upon the tag. Players with the ball to pass it with hands to support those 

under pressure, players cannot be tagged when in possession on the ball.

• 3. Skill acquisition – as above, but the ball is now played on the ground, players 

still try to tag those without a ball. Progression – the defenders now aim to win 

possession of the ball away from the players in possession.

Organisation

• 7v7 – 1-2-3-1 (a)

• 9v9 – 1-4-3-1 (b)

a) b)
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